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Greetings mediators! As president of the Indiana Association of Mediators, I am pleased to 
introduce our inaugural newsletter, "The Mediation Minute." A special thanks to the IAM Membership 
Committee, led by Vice President Matthew Carroll and Board Members Carolyn Roper and J. Bruce Wright. IAM intends to 
produce "The Mediation Minute" quarterly to share information about mediation, interviews of IAM members, mediation 
resources, and upcoming events. IAM will distribute this newsletter on our website and our social media platforms.   

As we know all too well, our world has changed due to COVID-19, and the world of mediation has changed with it. As a 
result, we have become accustomed to participating in virtual Hearings, ZOOM conferences, and virtual mediations. Our 
2021 Annual Conference with mediator Bill Eddy, president of the High Conflict Institute, was presented virtually and was 
well received. This year, we are pleased to present another virtual conference with mediator David Hoffman, founding 
member of Boston Law Collaborative, LLC. I hope you all plan to join us on November 4 and November 5, 2022, for an 
exciting presentation. David is a self-professed peacemaker and has received numerous awards for his exemplary work in 
mediation. 

We have all missed the opportunity to connect in person. So, IAM has planned several opportunities to connect with our 
colleagues, albeit virtually. IAM will continue to host our "What Should I Have Done?" virtual reflective calls on the third 
Thursday of each month, where mediators of all levels can come together for an hour to discuss their experiences and 
concerns. We will also continue to present opportunities for Indiana Registered Mediators to earn Continuing Mediation 
Education credits with our Lunch and Learn events throughout the year.  

We will host our first virtual Book Club event on May 5, 2022, at 5:00 p.m. EDT / 4:00 p.m. CDT. We are reading Bringing 
Peace Into the Room: How the Mediator's Personal Qualities Impact the Process of Conflict Resolution, edited by David 
Hoffman and Daniel Bowling. Please consider joining us for this casual and fun discussion! 

If you are interested in learning more about IAM, please join our monthly ZOOM Board of Directors meetings by visiting our 
website at https://mediation-indiana.org or emailing me. Our Board of Directors meetings occurs on the second Thursday 
of each month.  

Although IAM has grown during the past year, we ask our members to help increase our membership by sharing what IAM 
has to offer with your colleagues.  

It is an exciting new year for IAM. As your president, I welcome your input and would enjoy speaking with you personally. 
My contact information is on the IAM website. 

I look forward to hearing from you.

Peace,

The Mediation Minute
SPRING 2022

Lea P. Shelemey 
President, Indiana Association of Mediators 

A Note from the President of the IAM
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IAM: Tell us a little bit about yourself, Veronica. 
Veronica: I am a bilingual Domestic Relations Mediator at Tyson 
Law Firm PC, in Greenwood, Indiana.  

IAM: How did you get interested in mediation? 
Veronica: I originally became interested in mediation because of 
an ADR professor at Indiana University, Bloomington. During my 
undergraduate, I loved my ADR education! I completed the Basic 
Mediation and Restorative Justice training at Community Justice 
and Mediation Center (CJAM). I was a volunteer mediator with 
CJAM while completing my undergrad and fell in love with the 
process.  

IAM: What did you get your degree in at IU - Bloomington? 
Veronica: I received a Bachelor of Science of Public Affairs with a 
concentration in Public and Non-profit Management and a minor 
in Fundraising and Financial Resources. After I graduated from 
IU, I obtained my Domestic Relations Mediation Certificate with 
Kim Van Valer and Marla Hylton in 2020. 

IAM: What path has your career taken since you have left school? 
Veronica: My career took the social service route, where I 
was a Case Manager at a domestic violence shelter until 2020.  

IAM: What an interesting path! What did you do for the shelter? 
Veronica: I helped facilitate the safety and well-being of 
hundreds of clients fleeing from domestic violence, human 
trafficking, stalking, and sexual assault.  

IAM: What an impact you must have had on these people's lives!  
Veronica:  I have to stay busy, so I also managed a 
quarter-million-dollar Rapid Rehousing grant that helped people 
in need obtain long-term self-sustainability.

IAM: That is amazing! We are so lucky to have you as an IAM 
member! When people ask you what you do for a living, what do 
you tell them?
Veronica: I tell people I am a "professional peacemaker ." I believe 
mediation is the most efficient and effective method for families 
in conflict to reach a peaceful resolution. 

If people believe it is their 
idea, they are more apt to carry 
out and adhere to the terms of their agreement.

IAM: What advice would you give to 
other mediators in your field? 
Veronica: preparation. Preparation is vitally important, 
like asking for confidential case statements from 
represented clients and sending out questionnaires to 
pro se clients. Parties usually come prepared with all 
relevant documentation, including current orders, 
financial documentation, schedules, and any additional 
pertinent documentation if the mediator is prepared 
and clear with their communication. I think clients have 
a right to expect a high level of expertise from their 
mediator. What distinguishes the acceptable from the 
excellent is often the quality of prior preparation. 

IAM: You mentioned that you worked at the shelter 
until 2020; what are you doing now?  
Veronica: I have partnered with my co-mediator, 
Tamara Drummond Butler, a 26-year veteran in family 
law. We are looking to create a central mediation hub in 
Johnson County by renting usage of our conference and 
breakout rooms at $50/hour for our fellow mediators. 
You can find out more information about this at: 
https://www.tysonlawfirmpc.com/mediation. I also 
continue to work with survivors of human trafficking by 
volunteering at the Hope Center. 

IAM: So, outside of mediation, what do you enjoy? 
Veronica: If I have any spare time, I take jujitsu classes 
and play with my two Pekinese dogs, Sasha and Kioki. I 
am also a mom of three adult children.  

IAM: Well, Veronica, thanks for sharing about yourself! 
We are so glad you are a member of IAM! If you want to 
contact Veronica, you can find her on our website's 
"Find a Mediator" portion.

Q and A with 
Veronica Escobedo IN THE SPOTLIGHT
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Major League Baseball looks to federal 
mediator to help end sport's lockout, sources say
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By Jeff Passan, ESPN  
Thursday, February 3, 2022 

Major League Baseball on Thursday requested the immediate assistance of a federal 
mediator to help resolve the sport's lockout, sources told ESPN, potentially inserting the 
presence of a neutral party to end a work stoppage now in its third month.  

The league reached out to the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, a governmental 
agency that attempts to help resolve labor disputes, sources said. Mediation is not 
mandatory, and the MLB Players Association would need to agree to the involvement of a 
third party.  

MLB locked out players on Dec. 2 after the sides could not reach an agreement on a new 
collective bargaining agreement. Since then, the sides have met four times. None of the 
sessions has provided significant traction toward a new collective bargaining agreement after 
more than a quarter-century of labor peace.  

An MLB spokesperson would confirm only that the request for mediation was made. 
The union declined comment.  

Mediation, a process by which an outside party intervenes during labor strife, 
has been commonplace throughout the history of sports labor relations. The 
role of mediators is more to bridge communication issues between sides and 
help find middle ground than offer mandates or implement solutions. 
Mediators were used during MLBPA strikes in 1981 and 1994 -- the latter of 
which did not wind up with a resolution.  

Recent mediation efforts in other sports have provided successful outcomes. After 
helping resolve the 2013 National Hockey League lockout, mediator Scot 
Beckenbaugh, who remains the "master mediator" at FMCS, was praised by 
union members and league officials for helping create a path to a deal. 
Beckenbaugh also mediated the Major League Soccer strike in 2015 and a 
handful of other recent disputes between leagues and referees' unions.

More than two decades earlier, mediation efforts in MLB had the 
opposite effect. Mediator Bill Usery angered players with his approach 
and was unable to save the 1994 World Series or reach an agreement 
for the beginning of the 1995 season.
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Hall of Famer Tom Glavine, a union leader at the time, said: "We were willing to compromise, and we have shown that. But 
Mr. Usery's proposal was outrageous in many instances.We'd be giving away things we've gone on strike for previously. Mr. 
Usery couldn't answer any questions about what a lot of his proposal meant." Then-MLBPA director Don Fehr expressed 
similar disappointment.  

While the chasm between the union and league might not be as wide as it was in 1994, the inability of the parties to make 
progress has led to a near-certain postponement of spring training, which is scheduled to begin mid-month. Some in the 
industry, on both the league and player sides, fear that the March 31 opening day could be at risk if no resolution is reached 
by the end of February.  

The issues at hand are manifold, though almost all revolve around the game's core economics. The players, disgruntled 
because their average salaries have dropped four consecutive seasons, have said their largest priorities are getting players 
paid at earlier ages, removing artificial restraints from the market such as draft-pick penalties for signing free agents and 
draft-pick penalties for exceeding the luxury tax, fixing service-time manipulation and disincentivizing tanking. The 
league, which wants to keep player salaries flat, has sought expanded playoffs and the preservation of current rules 
governing free agency, arbitration and revenue sharing.  

There have been areas of progress. The league agreed to remove direct draft-pick compensation and offered a universal 
designated hitter. The union said it would expand the postseason to 12 teams, short of the 14 MLB is seeking, and proposed 
allowing advertising patches on uniforms. Both sides are open to a draft lottery, with MLB proposing non-playoff teams be 
eligible for the top three picks while the union countered with the top eight picks being part of the system. MLB agreed to 
consider a bonus pool for non-arbitration-eligible players that would be for $10 
million. The union, in its last proposal Tuesday, countered at $100 million, 
down $5 million from its previous offer.  

The sides left the session acknowledging little progress 
had been made, though the union, sources said, was 
anticipating a counteroffer from the league at the end of 
this week. Instead, MLB, ahead of the owners meetings taking 
place in Orlando, Florida, next week, attempted to involve a 
mediator, who, if the union accepts the league's efforts, could 
accomplish what neither side has been able to in 10 months of 
negotiating. 
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In a recent blog, IAM’s Treasurer Marya Pleasant described three unusual mediation cases.   

She began her blog this way: “If you know our business [Keystone Mediation] or follow us at all, you know that most of our 
marketing and most of our cases involve divorce and post-decree disagreements. However, mediation is simply a method to 
resolve conflict and we have had some interesting cases in the last few years that were a little outside the box. I’d like to 
share a few – some details have been omitted or slightly changed to protect privacy and confidentiality.”

Mediating Unusual Cases 
by Carolyn Roper IN THE KNOW

The first one was brought to us 
compliments of Covid-19. When we 
first locked down in 2020, there 
were some people spending a lot of 
time together that hadn’t necessarily 
done so before. Case in point – we 
were contacted by two adult sisters 
that ended up living together for a 
while for economic and practical 
reasons. However, it wasn’t going as 
well as hoped. We helped them reach 
a “living together agreement.” We 
didn’t focus on the old issues that all 
siblings have, but instead helped 
them look at the day to day and look 
forward and create a plan as to how 
they could work and live together 
without wanting to kill each other. 
And it was specific – if someone 
cooked, the other cleaned. When? 
That night before bed. What did 
clean mean? We spelled it out. With 
a little bit of help, they created a plan 
that allowed them to move forward.

This first case illustrates a basic 
technique in mediation about any 
topic: get the parties to focus on the 
details for future success, not the 
details of past spats.  

First Case: 
Family Conflict 

Lastly, we were contracted by a 
woman whose elderly mother lived 
with her sister. The sister was not 
accommodating any of the siblings 
in being able to visit with their 
mom or see her on a regular basis. 
We were able to make sure that 
mom had a voice in the discussion 
and that all the siblings were 
heard. This case had a lot of 
underlying issues, as family 
matters often do, but we were able 
to work out a schedule that 
appeased everyone. Elder care 
disputes are complicated, and the 
courts aren’t really the appropriate 
venue to work out this type of 
disagreement. Mediation allowed 
them to keep it in the family and 
create a solution that worked for 
them.

Divorce and civil disputes may 
involve formal, court documents of 
settlement, even for mediation. 
Often in these cases, the parties go 
their separate ways and do not 
have frequent contact with one 
another. Not so with elder care. 
This form of mediation focuses on 
improving relationships while 
resolving issues.

Third Case: 
Elder Care  

Another interesting case came to us 
when we were contacted by a school 
administrator. They had received a 
complaint from an unhappy parent 
and were looking to resolve the 
complaint without attorneys. We 
met with both parties together and 
helped them find common ground. It 
turns out that they both really cared 
about the school itself, but just had 
different ideas and expectations as 
to how some aspects should 
function or be handled. It took the 
better part of a day, but they 
reached an agreement that 
addressed both parties’ needs and 
interests, and for a fraction of the 
cost of a litigated case. Mediation is 
also confidential.

This second case demonstrates that 
mediation is where you find it – 
anywhere disputing parties’ needs 
help to identify common interests 
instead of engaging in public, formal 
win/lose methods of who is right 
and who is wrong.

Second Case: 
Teacher/Parent Conflict 

2. SHHH!!!!
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Keep practicing your active listening and don’t have 
pre-programmed questions in your head. Sometimes 
mediators miss important topics of discussion because they 

are focused on the next question they wish to ask.  
Remember, this is your client's mediation!

Don’t be afraid of silence! Silence from the 
mediator can be an effective tool as parties tend to 

get nervous or anxious in silence which will then 
lead to a productive conversation.

Whenever you as the mediator are stuck as to the direction 
or flow of the mediation, always fall back to summarizing 
what was just discussed. This lets the parties know they 
were heard. The mediation will continue its flow from the 
summary as a new topic always comes out of that summary 

or something may need to be discussed in more detail.

1. Summarize!

2. SHHH!!!!

3. What?
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Mediation Minute Word Search

F P I O B G M L B V D T M S E D P M O I

E P E O K P M B X A R V H V Z O I E L B

K M S R Z J R C Y L L H I N S Y L D M Q

O U C B I A A I A N I T G I A Q L I S P

L J W Y N A T R J U A X T I X S N A V F

X L N S D E E N W U C I M S I Z K T E K

E J Z W T B Q U L T O U A N N V L I N D

A V Y S R M Z A V N E X S E T R K O F G

X T I A W I V P S W H T I V R J Y N T E

I M T T S E C O M E N C Y I O B E H P T

B I V O A T R C G E D K F T J U D G E Y

W Z E B R N S I M F A T E A H O B O N V

A W U C T N R E X F G J J T H Q E S F E

U M D X B G E E R B I V E I Z X R R E X

R W H A M R C Y T E R U B L E T K R T Q

V U Z V G Y K L B L T E P I H W J J U U

Y P V A V T D L H O A N Y C U L S L P B

J U A E N K Z S Z A S B I A V L Z K S B

N O I T U L O S E R A J H F R Q Y K I Z

Z J T R A N S F O R M A T I V E R A D A

Agreement
Caucus
Facilitative
Judge
Positions

Alternative
Dispute
Interests
Mediation
Resolution

Attorney
Evaluative
Intro
Needs
Transformative

FIND THE WORD 
IN THE PZZLE

Words can go in any direction.
Words can share letters as they cross over each other

1. Summarize!

3. What?
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IAM Calendar of Events 2022

01
April Fool’s DayAPR.

26 40 Hour Training
APR.

19 IAM What Should I Have 
Done Reflective Group

MAY

14
IAM Board of 
Directors Meeting

Ex-Spouse DayAPR.
27 40 Hour Training
APR.

25
National Wine DayMAY

15
Tax DayAPR.

28 40 Hour Training
APR.

30
Memorial DayMAY

16
National Stress 
Awareness DayAPR.

29
40 Hour Training

40 Hour Training

APR.
09 IAM Board of 

Directors Meeting
JUN.

19 40 Hour Training
APR.

04
Star Wars DayMAY

14
Flag DayJUN.

20 40 Hour Training

APR.
05

Cinco de Mayo
IAM Book Club Meeting

MAY
16 IAM What Should I Have 

Done Reflective GroupJUN.

21
IAM What Should I Have 
Done Reflective Group

40 Hour Training
APR.

06 National Nurses Day, 
National Teachers DayMAY

19
Juneteenth
Father’s Day

JUN.

22 40 Hour Training
APR.

08
Mother’s DayMAY

26
Forgiveness DayJUN.

23
Administrative 
Professionals DayAPR.

12 IAM Board of 
Directors Meeting

MAY
27

Sunglasses DayJUN.

12:00 EDT/11:00 CDT

Kim Van Valer/Janetta Coleman 
- Indianapolis

Kim Van Valer and 
Janetta Coleman - Indianapolis 12:00 EDT/11:00 CDT

Kim Van Valer and 
Janetta Coleman - Indianapolis

Marla Hylton/Marsha Hackenberg
/Hillary Sharpnack - Carmel

Kim Van Valer/Janetta Coleman 
- Indianapolis

12:00 EDT/11:00 CDT

12:00 EDT/11:00 CDT

Marla Hylton/Marsha Hackenberg
/Hillary Sharpnack - Carmel

Kim Van Valer/Janetta Coleman 
- Indianapolis

12:00 EDT/11:00 CDT

Marla Hylton/Marsha Hackenberg
/Hillary Sharpnack - Carmel

Marla Hylton/Marsha Hackenberg
/Hillary Sharpnack - Carmel

12:00 EDT/11:00 CDT
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